
MPOG Upgrade Release Notes 
October 12, 2020 

Case Validation 

Added ability to comment on empty sections 

Added tooltips to questions 

 

Phrasing on neuraxial/regional question has been clarified 

 

Infusion list question has been clarified to exclude fluids 

 

Medication tooltips help address why there may be duplicate questions: provide description 

for what the question is looking for 

 

 

 

 



Case Viewer 

 Case search now supports filtering by multiple concept IDs; use comma to separate IDs. 

User will be prompted if they try to use another character as a separator 

 

 Added notes shortcut above main chart 

 

 Medication sections in the main chart are now broken out by route; unmapped routes 

are listed as ‘unknown’  



 

 Removed unmapped labs from the main chart 

 Updated logic for PACU and preop time sections 

 Added a variety of sections: TOC, ABX, General-ETT, General-LMA, General-Sedation: 

 
 Record search now supports undo (CTRL+Z) 

 Record search now supports filtering by original variable ID and name 

 Added a text search to table view 

 

 Time in the record list will use entered time if observed time is unavailable 

 Display PHI option now global across tabs 

 Bug fix: Records with a blank observed time no longer display as 1/1/0001 

 Bug fix: Notes with many details will now properly scroll 

 Bug fix: billing records are now properly visible in record search 

 Bug fix: Scrolling issue in the labs tab 

 

 

 



Content Sync 

 Suite now checks on startup if any new concepts are available. Notification ball appears 

if any are available 

 
 

 Sync now acquires a lock to prevent multiple synchronizations happening at the same 

time 

Diagnostics 

 For some diagnostics, the months of March/April/May 2020 are now excluded from 

diagnostic pass/fail consideration due to COVID-19’s impact on case volume 

 

 Added Microbiology diagnostic 

 

 

 

 



 Added COVID-19 Lab diagnostic. Considers labs resulted 7 days prior to day of surgery 

up to day of surgery. 

 

 PONV diagnostic will now use entered time on notes if observed time is unavailable 

 Bug fixes 

o Previous attestation graph now display background properly 

o Bar chart attestations no longer freeze the application 

o “Not Accurate” attestation button description no longer cut off 

IM Assistant 

 Now opens as a smaller window to prevent being cut off on smaller resolution screens 

Variable Mapper 

 Importing variable spreadsheets now allows for rejecting individual mappings 

 Importing mappings now has a completion message when new mappings have been 

applied 

 Added instance filter and ability to search by original variable id (use ID: prefix); must be 

exact match 

 



 Changed auto-search optimization algorithm to prioritize overall search term length 

rather than number of words 

 

 Search aliasing for MPOG concepts now available (For example, BP will now search for 

MPOG concepts containing BP or blood pressure) 

 

 Added Case_ID column when examining observation detail variables and added 

Crosswalked_Case_ID column when examining relevant variable types 

 

  

 


